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Summary MICFootball’18! Futfem MICFootball’18!

Spot MICFootball’19!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BA3oY86PUXE
https://youtu.be/dHvexmVcZns
https://youtu.be/XX9eRIDDj0o
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MICFootball’19 

TECHNICAL DATASHEET	

The Mediterranean International Cup is the best youth International football 
tournament , which is held on La Costa Brava along Easter, from April 16th to 
April 21st. This tournament gathers teams and national teams from the 
worldwide, giving players the chance to face some of the best teams of the 
moment.!
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MICFootball’19 

Throughout history, the MIC-Mediterranean International Cup has seen bright some 
players that have become worldwide celebrities, being essential in their teams. !

MICPLAYERS / AMBASSADORS	

Neymar Jr 	 Sergi Roberto	 Coutinho	
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MICFootball’19 

COUNTRIES & TOP TEAMS	
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 *Teams with arrivals or departures before or after fixed dates, ask for 
budgets 

MICFootball’19!

PROGRAM	
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MICFootball’19!

E | U12 !(Players born after 01.01.2007)!

A1 | U19 !(Players born after 01.01.2000)!

A2 | U18 !(Players born after 01.01.2001)!

B1 | U16 !(Players born after 01.01.2003)!

B2 | U15 !(Players born after 01.01.2004)!

C1 | U14 !(Players born after 01.01.2005) !

C2 | U13 !(Players born after 01.01.2006) !

D !| U12 !(Players born after 01.01.2007)!

F !| U19 (Girls) !(Players born after 01.01.2000)!

!
•  For B1, B2, C1, C2 and D classes the team can register a maximum of 2 players born after 

July the 1st of the previous age class year.!

•  For E class the team can register maximum 1 player born after July the 1st of the previous 
age class year.!

!
•  For A1, A2 and F classes there are no exceptions.!
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CATEGORIES	

EXCEPTIONS	
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1.  The teams must fill out registration form in the tournament website www.micfootball.com 
The team will not be officially registered until completed “Step 3”!

2.  The organisation will contact the team responsible (reflected in the registration) to 

complete the registration process and activate the team’s web space. 
!

3.  To complete the registration and confirm officially the team’s participation, each 

team must make a first payment of 1.800€ in case of choosing type 1 (with 
accommodation), or 900€ if you choose type 2 (without accommodation).!

!

*This amount will be part of the total amount to pay and will be discounted from the last 
payment.!

!!
We highly recommend the teams to make the first payment as soon as possible because is 

the only way to ensure their participation at the tournament.!

!
*Spots are limited and only the firsts on completing !

this step will be able to participate.!

!

MICFootball’19!

REGISTRATION RULES	
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MICFootball’19 

ACCOMMODATION & FIELDS	

Roses	

Castell -
Platja d’Aro	

Calonge!
Sant Antoni	

Palamós	 L’Estartit	

Lloret de Mar	

B2 y C2	

C1	 E	

E	 D	

A1, A2, B1 y F	

Europa	

Field	

Accommodation area / Field	

* This information could suffer changes because of the organisation or competition.	
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COMPETITION RULES!
The MIC - Mediterranean International Cup is organised by AE MICFootball and is regulated by FIFA, 
RFEF (Royal Spanish Football Federation) and FCF (Catalan Football Federation) rules and regulations.!
!
AGE CONTROL!
Players will have to prove with their in force Federation license, ID card, passport or another official certifying 
document with the age and picture. The team will need to have the official documents available in all the 
games and be prepared if the organizers ask for a revision. !
!
GAME DURATION!
All games will have two halves of 25 minutes each. !
!
PLAYERS NUMBER!
There is no maximum number of players registered per team and game. !
We really recommend to keep a minimum number of 14 players in F-11 Class and a minimum of 9 players in 
F-7 class. It is highly recommendable that all players keep the same number during the whole tournament.!
!
PLAYING FIELDS!
All the tournament fields are either natural grass or artificial high quality grass. It is forbidden  the use of 
aluminium cleats in artificial Grass fields. !
!
BALLS!
All games will be played with NIKE balls (size 5 for 11-a-side and size 4 for 7-a-side classes). Organizers will 
not lend any balls to the teams to warm up. !
*We recommend the teams to have their own training material.!
!
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM*!
In the classification round, teams will play against the teams in their group in a round-robin system. All groups 
have 4 teams.!

Teams classified in the 1st and 2nd group position will go to the final round, whereas teams ending in the 3rd 
and 4rth group position will go to the consolation round. !

All the games on the Finals phase and Consolation Phase will be played in a knock-out system, and will be 
decided without extra time in case of draw. There will be penalties, according to the FIFA rules. !
!
!

* The competition system, may vary according to the number of teams participating.!

MICFootball’19!

COMPETITION SYSTEM!
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MICFootball’19!

MINOR DISCOUNTS!

•  Discount for minors between 4 -7 years (both included) – 30% on final price.!

•  Minors of 0 to 3 years with own cot - FREE!

EXTRAS!

•  Extra night with Full Board Accommodation - 72€/p | 62€/p*!

               (Includes: accommodation in double or triple room with full board accommodation.!

•   Extra fee single room - 45€/p/nit | 40€/p*!

•   Price extra meal - 20€/p!

•   Transport – Bus (budget according to the transport need)!

* Price for teams that have participated in one of two last editions of Mediterranean International Cup!

PLAYERS & STAFF PRICES!
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The organisation of MIC-Mediterranean International Cup will distribute among MIC 
registered teams that ask for it, a book of raffle tickets for free with the aim that every 
player can pay its tournament participation!

*The shipping price will depend on the country/city of destination.!
!

!

RECEIVE AN IPAD!
*The prize has a validity of 60 days after the lottery date set.!

	

ALTRES SERVEIS!

24h Accidents Insurance.!
MIC organisers will offer the possibility of hiring the “24h MIC Insurance” (just for the 
tournament dates).!

!
•  Sanitary coverage of possible accidents (NOT DESEASES) occurred outside the 

playing field (in the hotel, in the street, etc...). !
•  If this wanted to be hired, this service must be taken for the whole team. !
!

                    For further information, contact with the organisation info@micfootball.com. !

FUNDING	

ACCIDENTS INSURANCE	
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(+34) 93 589 70 20!
info@micfootball.com!

www.micfootball.com!


